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Abstract

The subject of this research is to study the relation between boys and girls by applying the school readiness assessment test
for children at the age of 5 in the kindergartens in Shtip. The primary aim of the research is to determine the relations between the
achieved psychological results before the children are enrolled in school. The analyzed sample is defined as respondents at preschool
from two kindergartens in Shtip (Vera Ciriviri-Trena and Astibo). The total number of respondents is 117, of which 57 boys and 60
girls. The children were from 5 to 5,5 years old during the research and were completely healthy. The school readiness assessment test
is a dependable psychological measurement instrument and it contains five subtests. The three subtests (Perception test, Trail making
test and Cross-out test) evaluate the specific abilities of children, while the two other subtests (Recognition test and Numerical test)
are constructed to determine the general knowledge of the children. Data were analyzed using descriptive statistic parameters, factor
analyses and t – test. In accordance to the obtained results, it is noticeable that the girls have better results than the boys in all of the
school readiness subtests. According to the values where the structure of the only important canonical and discriminative function
is presented, it can be noticed that the higher results are in the test for connecting dots, the cross-out test, the perception test and the
numerical test. The values of the groups’ centroids clearly show that generally, the girls have better results in the psychological part.
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INTRODUCTION
The period before preschool is a specific period that positively
influences the child’s development. One of the basic conditions for
correctly working with preschool children is to work following the
characteristics of the growth and development in children at that age
and their personal characteristics and abilities (Jakimovski, 2013).
Various research shows that children that are actively involved
in sports, learn faster and have better grades (Cragg & Cameron,
2006). Also, active exercises at a young age prevent different chronic
diseases (Warburton, Nicol & Bredin, 2006). The results that Jakimovski, Sukova-Stojmanovska & Georgiev (2018) obtained from
a regressive analysis, have shown that there is statistically significant prediction among the five most valis motoric tests, while in
the tests for school readiness it is present solely in the numeric test.
The research conducted by Jakimovski, Aleksovska- Velickovska,
Gontarev & Georgiev (2019) that refers to the anthropometric and
motoric dimension on one hand and the school readiness test, on the
other hand, has shown the influence on the tests (trail making test,
recognition test and numeric test) through a regressive analysis in a
combined space.
The term school readiness embodies a few models which are the
following: physical, socio-economic, pedagogical, and psychological and cognitive readiness. Physical readiness means the ability to
sit still during the teaching process, as well as the ability to perform activities by the children that have strength such as carrying the
school bag. Besides the physical readiness, the children have to have
a developed socio-economic readiness such as collaboration and
communication with other children, acceptance of rules, proper control of the emotions and preparedness to separate from the parents.
The term cognitive readiness for school means being prepared to
study and have the motivation for studying. The first attempts to determine school readiness date back to the beginning of the last century. Gesell & Amatruda (1941) have developed a test that measures
psycho-motoric development. Furthermore, based on the obtained
results, they established development norms for motoric, adaptive
and social behaviour and speech with the chronological age. Also,
they have introduced a new term called ‘age development’ so that it

differs the chronological age in the different levels of development.
One of the first who has constructed a group test is Tolcic (1986),
whose test contained two forms for an individual assessment and
an assessment on numerous respondents. Some of the researchers
believe that everyone should be included in the assessment of the
achieved results in children’s development and that physical development should be part of it as well (Gardner, Kornhaber & Wake
1999). On the other hand, others believe that the emphasis should be
on determining the psychological maturity of children before they
enter preschool (Marcon, 2002).
It is of great importance to determine the initial and the final level of connotative and cognitive abilities, to plan, predict and valorise
the effects of the programs realized in the kindergartens. The evaluation of the psychological status means to determine the quantitative
and qualitative level of the pedagogical and psychological abilities.
The basic aim of this research is to determine the relationship among
the boys and the girls by applying the school readiness assessment
test on children at the age of five in the kindergartens in Shtip. The
primary aim of the research is to determine the relationship between
the achieved psychological results before the children are enrolled
in school.
METHODS
The respondents’ sample is defined as preschool respondents
from the two kindergartens in Shtip (Vera Ciriviri – Trena and
Astibo). The total number of respondents is 117 of which 57 boys
and 60 girls. All of the children that were involved in the research
had to meet certain criteria. The children were between 60 and 66
months old (from 5 to 5,5 years) during the research and were completely healthy. During the realization of the election process, all of
the following was taken into consideration: the total number of the
preschool children, the preparedness of the kindergartens and the
parents to allow the measurements, the availability of appropriate facilities in the kindergartens needed for the realization of the planned
measurements, the willingness of the staff for collaboration and the
possibility for an uninterrupted measurement realization.
The school readiness assessment test is a dependable psycho-
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logical measuring instrument constructed by Vlahović-Štetić, VizekVidović, Arambašić & Miharija (1995) and it contains five subtests:
• Perception Test
• Trail Making Test
• Recognition Test
• Cross-out Test
• Numerical Test
The three subtests (Perception test, Trail making test and Crossout test) evaluate the specific abilities of children, while the two
other subtests (Recognition test and Numerical test) are constructed
to determine the general knowledge of the children.
The obtained data from the school readiness test for the sample
of respondents at the age of five were analysed by applying the appropriate mathematical and statistical methods. Herein, the basic
descriptive statistical parameters have been calculated. To determine the latent structure in the system of the five subtests of the
school readiness test for children at the age of five, factor analysis
was applied separately for boys and girls. T-test of large independent
samples was applied separately for boys and girls, to determine the
differences among them. The differences between boys and girls in
the latent space were determined by an applied canonical discriminative analysis.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Table 1. are presented the results of the tested difference
among the arithmetic means of the boys and the girls in the school
readiness tests. It can be noted that the girls have better results than
the boys in all the tests. The statistical difference is important solely
in the second and the fourth test of the girls.
Table 1. Frequency of students by school
No
57
60
57
60
57
60
57
60
57
60

PT
TMT
RT
CT
NT

Sex
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female

Mean
9,77
10,52
5,05
6,30
9,54
9,83
4,98
6,05
5,32
5,83

Std. Dev
3,571
3,397
2,709
2,689
2,260
2,345
2,453
2,752
3,095
2,975

T

df

Sig.

-1,155

115

,251

-2,499

115

,014

-,679

115

,498

-2,217

115

,029

-,921

115

,359

Table 2: Discriminative analysis between the boys and
the girls in the psychological tests
Eigenvalue Canonical R
1

0,08

0,27

Wilks'
Lambda
0,93

Chi-Sqr.

df

p-level

8,57

5,00

0,13

Table 3. Structure of the canonical and discriminative function
Tests
PT
TMT
RT
CT
NT

Root 1
0,38
0,83
0,23
0,73
0,31

Table 4. Centroids of the groups (Means of Canonical Variables)
Groups
Males
Females

Root 1
-0,29
0,27

In Table 2. is presented the discriminative analysis between the
boys and the girls, and it shows that one characteristic square with
a value of 0.08 has been isolated, and that the obtained values of
canonical correlation with the value of 0.27 and Wilkinson’s lambda
with a value of 0.93 that are not statistically important. It can be
concluded that the difference between the boys and the girls in the
five applied psychological school readiness tests is not statistically
important.
According to the values in Table 3., where is presented the structure of the single important canonical and discriminative function, it
can be noted that higher projections have the second, the fourth, the
first and the fifth psychological test for school readiness or i.e. the
trail making test (TMT), the cross-out test (CT), the perception test
(PT) and the numerical test (T).
The derived values in Table 4. for the centroids of the groups
clearly show that generally, the girls have achieved better results
than the boys in the psychological part. The value of the girls’ centroid is positive with 0.27 in contrast to the negative value of the
boys’ centroid of -0.29.
CONCLUSION
The basic aim of this research refereed to analyse the relationship
between the boys and the girls by applying the school readiness test
assessment for children at the age of 5 in the kindergartens in Shtip.
The analysis on the differences of the psychological space between
the boys and the girls at the age of 5 before enrolling in a school
show that there is a difference which is the better results of the girls
in almost all of the tests. Similar research was conducted by Horvat
& Sindik, 2016 where the relations between the morphological dimensions and the school readiness test are statistically important, but
in the relations between the psychological and pedagogical test with
motoric abilities, there is not a statistically significant difference.
The research that was realized with the school readiness test assessment will contribute to the process of determining the psychological
and pedagogical tests for school readiness and the relations among
them. The applied tests have shown satisfactory characteristics and
can be used for determining the level of psychological and pedagogical abilities as well as the general knowledge that children possess before school enrolment. The obtained results can be practically
used in the educational institutions (kindergartens, preschool education) for planning the curriculum, and all the activities from how to
realize the lessons to the psychological and pedagogical aspect of
the assessment and the general knowledge of pre-schoolers. This is
especially important for the production, verification and innovation
of the teaching plans and curriculum in the kindergartens. Following
the results of the research, the relations and the differences between
the boys and the girls at the age of 5 can be used as a basis for innovation and intensification of the curriculum and to herein create a
basis for future development. As other research papers, the results
of this paper can be also used practically if it is applied in everyday
practice.
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